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The kinds of memory:- 

1. RAM(Random Access Memory):- 

The main memory in the computer, it’s the location where data and 

programs are stored (temporally). 

“RAM is volatile” means that the data is only there while the computer is 

turned {when the computer is shout off the content of the RAM is erased. 

RAM is divided into same size location that each of them has unique 

address. 

Note: - memory speed is measured in (MHz). 

2. ROM (Read Only Memory): - 

   It’s another part of the main memory, but with very small capacity to 

keep the instruction which make computer work when turning it on. 

It’s is not volatile and the computer can’t write on it. 
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3. Cash memory: - 
a. It’s linked to C.P.U.; it has very fast chip keeps frequently used 

program and data, therefore it increase the speed of the computer. 

b. It reduces the gap speed of computer. 

Note: - Capacity of Cash memory = 516 KB 

4. Flash memory: - 

   It’s divided into blocks so it saves and erases information in fast way. 

  It can be used in BIOS, Mobiles portable digital camera and printers. 
Note: 
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Called Binary. 

 

Note: 

  All information processed in computer is handled and stored in the computer as Binary 

System (1, 0) and called “Bit”. 

  Byte: - is a memory unit which represents a character, so it’s used to measure the 

memory capacity. 
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Storage Devices: 

  Secondary storage system includes the disk and other storage media used to 

store data permanently to keep your software program and data permanently. 

  You have to save your work on storage devises before shutting the 

computer down. 

 Kind of storage devises:- 

Hard disk : -  

  Located within the CPU., it’s the most important storage media in the 

computer, it keeps software and programs, it composed of several magnetic 

disks in single unit.  

-Extra hard disk units can be added externally or internally. 

 Note: - capacity of typical hard disk is 120 GB. 
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Floppy Disk: - 

  Is a small portable version of hard disk, it’s used to transfer files from 

computer to another and it’s slower than the hard disk. 

 

Magnetic Tape: - 

 Like a cassette, it was used in the old computer for many years. 
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CD Rom (Compact Disk ):- 

 It’s an important disk which was a LASER to read the information it’s 

suitable for storage programs that mix of ( Text \, graphic and audio) it 

capacity around 650 MB. 
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DVD (Digital Versatile Disk):- 

 It’s a high capacity development of CD Rom; it can store a GB of 

information it’s used to store high quality films and videos. 

Note: - It capacity is between 4.7→17 GB 

Smart Card: - 

 Contain computer circuits that can save and process data. 

Smart cards are defined according to 

 1. How the card data is read and written 

 2. The type of chip implanted within the card and its capabilities. There is a 

wide range of options to choose from when designing your system. 
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  Means the factors that affect the speed of CPU Processing . 

 

1. Clock speed: - 

 The faster clock speed the more instruction will be executed in one second. 

So the more efficient the computer will be, it measure by MHz. 

2. Memory capacity: - 

 If memory doesn’t have enough space the computer will have to use a part 

of hard disk as a virtual memory. 

 The hard disk is slower than memory so the computer will be slow. 

3. Hard disk speed: - 

 Because 90% of our needs are stored in hard disk, the access speed of data 

and software will affect computer performance. 
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4. Bus speed: - 

 Bus transfer data control the signal and the instruction between computer 

parts; the faster it is the more efficient the computer will be. 

5. Graphic Accelerator: - 

 Speed of computer increase according to the type of acceleration card. {It 

has processer and memory of its own}. 
  

Summary: 

Computer performance is characterized by the amount of useful work 

accomplished by a computer system compared to the time and resources 

used. 

Depending on the context, good computer performance may involve one or 

more of the following: 

 Short response time for a given piece of work 

 High throughput (rate of processing work) 

 Low utilization of computing resource(s) 

 High availability of the computing system or application 

 Fast (or highly compact) data compression and decompression 

 High bandwidth / short data transmission time 

 

Computer Memory Basics 

Although memory is technically any form of electronic storage, it is used 

most often to identify fast, temporary forms of storage. If your 

computer's CPU had to constantly access the hard drive to retrieve every 

piece of data it needs, it would operate very slowly. When the 

information is kept in memory, the CPU can access it much more 

quickly. Most forms of memory are intended to store data temporarily. 

As you can see in the diagram above, the CPU accesses memory 

according to a distinct hierarchy. Whether it comes from permanent 

storage (the hard drive) or input (the keyboard), most data goes in 

random access memory (RAM) first. The CPU then stores pieces of data 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Response_time_(technology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Throughput
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing_resource
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_availability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_compression
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_transmission
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it will need to access, often in a cache, and maintains certain special 

instructions in the register. We'll talk about cache and registers later. 

All of the components in your computer, such as the CPU, the hard drive 

and the operating system, work together as a team, and memory is one of 

the most essential parts of this team. From the moment you turn your 

computer on until the time you shut it down, your CPU is constantly 

using memory. Let's take a look at a typical scenario: 

You turn the computer on. 

The computer loads data from read-only memory (ROM) and performs a 

power-on self-test (POST) to make sure all the major components are 

functioning properly. As part of this test, the memory controller checks 

all of the memory addresses with a quick read/write operation to ensure 

that there are no errors in the memory chips. Read/write means that data 

is written to a bit and then read from that bit. 

The computer loads the basic input/output system (BIOS) from ROM. 

The BIOS provides the most basic information about storage devices, 

boot sequence, security, Plug and Play (auto device recognition) 

capability and a few other items. 

The computer loads the operating system (OS) from the hard drive into 

the system's RAM. Generally, the critical parts of the operating system 

are maintained in RAM as long as the computer is on. This allows the 

CPU to have immediate access to the operating system, which enhances 

the performance and functionality of the overall system. 

When you open an application, it is loaded into RAM. To conserve RAM 

usage, many applications load only the essential parts of the program 

initially and then load other pieces as needed. 

After an application is loaded, any files that are opened for use in that 

application are loaded into RAM. 

When you save a file and close the application, the file is written to the 

specified storage device, and then it and the application are purged from 

RAM. 
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In the list above, every time something is loaded or opened, it is placed 

into RAM. This simply means that it has been put in the computer's 

temporary storage area so that the CPU can access that information more 

easily. The CPU requests the data it needs from RAM, processes it and 

writes new data back to RAM in a continuous cycle. In most computers, 

this shuffling of data between the CPU and RAM happens millions of 

times every second. When an application is closed, it and any 

accompanying files are usually purged (deleted) from RAM to make 

room for new data. If the changed files are not saved to a permanent 

storage device before being purged, they are lost. 

 

 

 

Fig: Computer memory works 


